Subpopulation Detection and Their Comparative Analysis across Single-Cell Experiments with scPopCorn.
The identification of subpopulations of cells in single-cell experiments, and the comparison of such subpopulations across experiments are among the most frequently performed analysis of single-cell data. This important task still awaits a fully satisfying computational solution. To address this need, we introduce a computational method, single-cell subpopulations comparison (scPopCorn). Leveraging the information from all input datasets, scPopCorn performs these two tasks simultaneously by optimizing a joint objective function. The optimization involves a measure of cohesiveness of a cell population, which combined with Google's personalized PageRank approach, guides subpopulation detection, while a measure of cell-to-cell similarity is used to guide the mapping. scPopCorn not only outperforms currently used approaches but also introduces mathematical concepts that can serve as stepping stones to improve other tools.